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able to flag risks in order of severity through Luminance’s
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notes and reporting features, once more streamlining the

Clifford Chance. CAS conducted a regulatory compliance

review process by allowing CAS to focus on the riskiest

review of a client’s contracts to locate any obligations and

documents first.

identify risks that may impact the organisation due to
Brexit. Operating on a tight timescale, the firm deployed

The team used Luminance to create reports at the end of

Luminance to tackle the review due to the technology’s
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on the risks identified throughout the contracts to clearly
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demonstrate exposure. CAS estimated that Luminance
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feature showed CAS an analysis of the contract types and

methods. The company was able to complete the review of

clauses in the data room. The technology’s combination

the entire document set within the client’s tight timeframe
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identified and recognised bespoke clauses relevant to

allowed them to dedicate the remaining time to a focused,
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Within the first three hours, Luminance identified 70% of
standard clauses within the document. The technology

“Luminance’s new-era product offers our clients

automatically clustered documents based on the patterns in

exactly the kind of innovation they need.”
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the same contracts to then be assigned to multiple Legal
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For more information about
Luminance and our step-by-step
project guides for these kinds of
reviews, email info@luminance.com
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